Verbal and nonverbal predictors of language-mediated anticipatory eye movements
Language comes to us at a very high speed; yet, we can usually keep up without much effort. A possible explanation for the rapidity of language comprehension is that listeners anticipate upcoming information. This has, for instance, been established in eyetracking studies where participants listen to utterances while viewing objects. In such experiments, listeners use aspects of the sentence context to launch eye movements to objects before the objects are referred to. One way to characterize predictive language processing is in terms of basic components such as cues, contents, and mechanisms. The cues are the parts and kinds of context that are used to generate predictions. The contents of predictions refer to the representations that become pre-activated. Finally, the mechanisms refer to the underlying processes that enable readers and listeners to use cues for the generation of one or more predictions. Studies of anticipatory eye movements have shown that the contextual cues that listeners use for prediction range from prosody (Weber et al., 2006) and case-marking (Kamide et al., 2003) to visually presented events (Knoeferle et al., 2005) . Furthermore, the contents of predictions can include syntactic structure (Arai & Keller, 2013) and semantic information (Altmann & Kamide, 1999) .
Electrophysiological work has demonstrated more contents including the prediction of specific lexical items (DeLong, Urbach, & Kutas, 2005; van Berkum, Brown, Kooijman, Zwitserlood, & Hagoort, 2005) . The mechanisms underlying predictive language processing, however, remain unclear.
We investigated verbal and nonverbal aspects of language-mediated eye movements using an individual differences approach. Underwood (1975) proposed that psychological theories should be formulated in such a way as to allow for individual-differences tests, and moreover that such tests should be the first step in the assessment of a theory (see also Cohen, 1994; Kosslyn et al., 2002; Vogel & Awh, 2008) . If the performance in two tasks is substantially correlated, this can be regarded as a "go-ahead signal" for a theory proposing that the cognitive components or abilities assessed in the tasks are related.
We made use of the fact that predictive processing is not only characteristic of language processing but also of many tasks that do not involve language. For instance, in the Posner spatial cueing paradigm (Posner, Nissen & Ogden, 1978) , participants are asked to press a button (left or right) to indicate on which side of the centre a symbol (an "X") occurs. Before stimulus onset, a central endogenous cue is presented, which can be valid (an arrow pointing to the side where the stimulus will occur), neutral ("+") or invalid (an arrow pointing to the other side). The response time difference between the neutral and valid cue conditions is a measure of the benefit from knowing where the stimulus will occur (Posner, 1980) . Electrophysiological studies have provided evidence for perceptual facilitation and response preparation during this task (for reviews see Coles, 1989; Mangun, 1995) , consistent with the idea that participants use the cues to anticipate the location of the upcoming stimulus (Klein, 1994; Nobre, Rohenkohl, & Stokes, 2012; Wang, Fan, & Johnson, 2004) .
The question arises to what extent the mechanisms underlying predictive language processing are specific to language tasks or are shared with other domains of cognition.
Indeed, several authors have introduced the topic of prediction in language processing by drawing analogies to nonverbal domains (DeLong et al., 2005; Kamide, 2008; van Berkum et al., 2005; van Petten & Luka, 2012) . Furthermore, the proposed prediction mechanisms in language include forward models and association-based and event-based processes, inspired by action and perception research (Altmann & Mirković, 2009; Bar, 2007; Pickering & Garrod, 2007 , 2013 . Finally, prediction has been put forward as a general neural mechanism for perception and action (e.g., Clark, 2013; Friston, 2010) .
Against this background, the present study investigated the relation of languagemediated anticipatory eye movements to nonverbal anticipatory attention. We investigated two types of language-mediated eye movements, namely eye movements to predictable target objects and eye movements to objects that were related to predictable targets. We followed up on a recent study in which we asked participants to listen to sentences ending in highly predictable words (e.g. "Neil Armstrong was the first man to set foot on the moon"; Rommers, Meyer, Praamstra, & Huettig, 2013 , Experiment 1).
While listening to the sentences the participants saw visual displays featuring several objects. We found that prior to the onset of the target word, both target objects (e.g., a moon) and other objects with a similar shape (e.g., a tomato) were fixated more often than unrelated distractors, suggesting that visual representations can be pre-activated.
In this study, we examined the relationship between the participants' performance in this task and the Posner spatial cueing paradigm described above as a measure of anticipatory attention. The spatial cueing task has been used widely in the literature and has good reliability (Fan, McCandliss, Sommer, Raz, & Posner, 2002) . If languagemediated anticipatory eye movements are related to nonverbal spatial attention, we should see a correlation between performance in these tasks. Furthermore, if a single domain-general mechanism underlies performance, this correlation should hold for anticipatory looks to both the target and the shape competitor.
In addition, we collected data from two verbal tasks. The first was the category fluency task, where participants produce as many words belonging to a specific category as they can in one minute (Delis, Kaplan, & Kramer, 2001 ). This task has been shown to correlate with the amplitude of electrophysiological effects associated with predictive language comprehension (Federmeier, Kutas, & Schul, 2010; Federmeier, McLennan, De Ochoa, and Kutas, 2002) . Second, the participants' vocabulary size was assessed with the Peabody picture vocabulary test (Dunn & Dunn, 1997) . It has previously been shown that individuals with relatively good receptive vocabulary knowledge predict more than those with lower vocabulary scores, possibly because they are better able to use the sentence context for prediction (Borovsky, Elman, & Fernald, 2012; Federmeier et al., 2002) .
Finally, we used Raven's advanced progressive matrices test (Raven, Raven, & Court, 1993 ) to assess and control for differences between participants in terms of fluid intelligence.
Methods

Participants
Eighty-one adult participants (21 men; mean age 21 years, range 18-32 years)
were paid for participation in the study. All were native speakers of Dutch and had normal hearing and normal or corrected-to normal vision.
Stimuli, design, and procedure
Participants performed the tasks in the order given below. The fluid intelligence test was administered in a second session within three weeks of the first session. An additional action observation task was initially included, but had to be discontinued due to equipment failure.
Category fluency. Participants produced as many members of a category (animals, and professions; indicated by a word on a screen) as they could in one minute.
Speech was recorded with a Sennheiser microphone. The total number of correct responses (excluding mistakes and repetitions) was counted and averaged across the two categories.
Visual world experiment. Participants listened to predictable words in sentence contexts (e.g., the Dutch translation equivalent of "In 1969 Neil Armstrong was the first man to set foot on the moon") while looking at visual displays of four objects that differed depending on the condition (see Figure 1 ). The 96 experimental items and 32 fillers from Rommers et al. (2013) were used. The experimental sentence contexts preceding the predictable word varied in duration, with an average of 6735 ms (SD = 1193). Fillers sentences were predictive and referred to an object on the screen, so that on 50% of the trials a target object was displayed. The materials were distributed across three counterbalanced presentation lists such that no picture or sentence was repeated.
Trial order and picture positions were randomized differently for each participant. Example displays for each of the three conditions for the sentence "In 1969 Neil Armstrong was the first man to set foot on the moon". Shown along with the three distractors (a bowl, a fire, and a bag): the Target condition (with a moon), the Shape competitor condition (with a tomato), and the Control condition (with rice).
Participants were asked to listen to the sentences carefully and were told that they were free to look at whatever they wanted to, but that they should not take their eyes off the screen. They were tested individually in a dimly illuminated room, seated in front of a screen with their chin on a chin rest. The movements of the right eye were recorded with an Eyelink 1000 Tower Mount eye tracker sampling at 1000 Hz.
In the earlier study, the objects appeared only 500 ms before the onset of the critical word. We now allowed for more variability in anticipatory eye movements by having the objects appear before sentence onset, as is the case in most published visual word studies (see Huettig, Rommers, & Meyer, 2011) . Each trial started with a central fixation circle that remained on the screen until the participant fixated it, allowing for drift correction. Then four objects appeared on the screen. After one second, a spoken sentence began playing. The objects remained on the screen until 2000 ms after sentence offset. Then a blank screen appeared for 500 ms. Data were coded in terms of fixations, saccades, and blinks using the algorithms provided in the Eyelink software.
Peabody picture vocabulary test. We used a computerized version of the task developed by Dunn and Dunn (1997; Dutch translation by Schlichting, 2005) . On each trial, participants heard a word and saw four numbered pictures on the screen. They indicated which of the pictures corresponded to the spoken word by typing in the number.
Posner spatial cueing task. We used a single-session version of the task developed by Posner, Nissen, and Ogden (1978) . Participants pressed one of two buttons (left/right) to indicate the location of an X symbol on the screen. Each trial started with a central fixation dot that participants were asked to keep fixating. Then a cue appeared in the position of the dot for 100 ms. The participants were told that on half the trials, this cue was neutral (+), and on the other half, an arrow cue pointing left (<) or right (>) indicated the location of the upcoming X with 80% validity. After cue offset, the fixation dot was presented for another 400 ms. Then the target appeared on the left or the right of the centre of the screen for 1700 ms or until a response was made. After every trial, feedback was displayed for 500 ms ("correct", "incorrect", or "too late").
There were seven blocks of 32 trials each; the first block served as practice. Each block consisted of 16 neutral trials, 13 valid trials, and 3 invalid trials in random order, with counterbalanced target position (left, right) and initial fixation dot duration (400, 800, 1200, or 1600 ms). Because we noticed that on a small portion of trials a response occurred before target onset, which was not registered and usually elicited a second but late response, we excluded trials with response times 2.5 standard deviations from each participant's mean. The effect of anticipatory attention was quantified as the difference between the mean response latency of the neutral and valid condition.
Raven's advanced progressive matrices. We used a computerized version of Raven, Raven, and Court's (1993) task. On each trial, participants indicated which of eight possible shapes completed a matrix of geometric patterns by clicking on it with a mouse. Items could be skipped and were then shown again at the end of the test with the option to click an "I don't know" button. Participants had 40 minutes to complete 36 items. The time was indicated in the right top corner of the screen. A participant's score was the percentage of correct responses. Figure 2 shows the time course of language-mediated eye movements. The main analysis focused on the lead-in sentence up to the critical spoken word. The choice of time window was stimulus-driven and constrained by the facts that (1) the sentences varied in duration and (2) it takes on average about 200 ms to program and initiate a saccadic eye movement (Saslow, 1967) . Thus, we chose a time window from 200 ms after item-specific sentence onset until critical word onset for analysis. We further examined the time course of effects by separately analyzing four temporally adjacent 1000 ms time windows from 4000 ms prior to critical word onset up to critical word onset. These time windows fell within the duration of the shortest sentence context leading up to the critical spoken word (4006 ms). Fixation proportions within each time window were transformed to log odds using the empirical logit function (Barr, 2008) . The log odds of looks averaged across the three unrelated distractors was subtracted from the log odds of looks to the Target/Shape/Control object to create the dependent variable, which indicates the strength of any bias toward each experimental object over the unrelated distractors. This variable was analyzed using mixed-effects regression models, which allow for simultaneous inclusion of participants and items as random factors (Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008) . The fixed effect Display Type (Unrelated, Shape Competitor, Target) was included along with random intercepts and slopes by participant and by sentence (Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily, 2013) , and evaluated by comparing this model to a baseline model with the same random effects structure but without the fixed effect of Display Type. P-values associated with the contrasts between the Control condition and each of the other two conditions were calculated assuming that the t-values were drawn from a normal distribution (Barr, 2008) . Participants tended to fixate upon the targets much more than on the competitors or distractors, several seconds before critical word onset. They were also more likely to fixate upon the shape competitors than upon the unrelated control objects and distractors, especially during the last second before critical word onset.
Results
Results from the full-sentence analysis yielded an effect of Display Type, suggests, these analyses did not yield a clear bias in looks toward the Shape competitor until the time window starting at 1000 ms before critical word onset. In this window, the Shape competitor was looked at more than the unrelated distractors in the same display (indicated by the intercept) and that bias was larger than any bias toward the Control object (indicated by the Control vs. Shape term). In contrast, the bias toward the Target object was present in all time windows, and was consistently greater than the bias toward the Shape Competitor. Group-level results for the Posner cueing task are shown in Figure 3 . From this and the other background tasks four measures were derived (see Table 2 ; the correlations between all measures after averaging by participants are shown in the appendix). The only reliable correlation between the background measures suggested that participants with higher fluid intelligence ("ravens") also had larger vocabularies ("pbody"). This was of little concern because, as reported below, these two measures did not appear together as reliable predictors in the same final models. This held true when the predictors had first been orthogonalized by residualizing; the models using the original predictors are reported (see Wurm & Fisicaro, 2014; York, 2012 , for arguments in favor of using original predictors). In the analyses involving the background measures, models were fit separately for the Target, Shape, and Control displays. All background measures were mean-centered, which makes the intercept interpretable as the grand mean. A backwards elimination procedure was used, starting from an initial model where all background measures were entered as fixed effects, as well as by-participants and by-sentence random intercepts. Non-significant predictors were then removed based on p-values calculated assuming that the t-values were drawn from a normal distribution (Barr, 2008) . For the remaining fixed effects, maximal by-sentence random slopes were fitted and evaluated using model comparison.
Results from the whole-sentence analysis are shown in Table 3 . For anticipatory Target bias, removal of the Ravens and cueing predictors (ps > .213) did not affect model fit, χ 2 (2)=1.9561, p=.376. Participants looked more at the Target object (e.g., the moon) than at the unrelated distractors in the same display, as indicated by the intercept.
Furthermore, greater anticipatory bias was associated with high verbal fluency scores and with large vocabulary scores. Note. All degrees of freedom associated with the χ 2 tests were 1.
Regarding the anticipatory Shape competitor bias, the verbal fluency and Peabody vocabulary predictors could be removed without affecting model fit, χ 2 (2)=1.241, p=.538. Note. Time window values indicate the beginning of a window; each window lasted 1000 ms. The rows containing a χ 2 statistic contain estimates from the final model of the data in that time window. In the other rows, for completeness, estimates from initial models are shown for predictors that were excluded prior to the model comparison stage (based on p-values assuming a normal distribution, shown between brackets).
As summarized in
More detailed time window analyses of the relationships between the background measures and looks to Target objects and Shape competitors are reported in Table 4 (Target objects) and Table 5 (Shape competitors). As can be seen from Table 4 , the large bias toward the Target objects (indicated by the intercept) was associated with high verbal fluency and large vocabulary size in several time windows, confirming the wholesentence analysis. The β estimates for these verbal measures rose from early on and effects were statistically detectable in time windows starting from 3000 or 2000 ms prior to the onset of the critical spoken word.
As can be seen from Table 5 , the smaller bias toward Shape competitors only became evident in a later time window encompassing the last second prior to critical spoken-word onset, consistent with the results shown in Table 1 . The modulation of this bias as a function of the background measures was visible in a window two to three seconds before word onset, that is, when the effect had not yet become detectable at the group level.
Discussion
The participants preferentially fixated the target objects (e.g., a moon) before the target name had been mentioned, consistent with the idea that they predicted the objects to be referred to. There was also a later and smaller but reliable anticipatory bias toward objects with a shape similar to the upcoming referent (e.g., a tomato). These results replicate our previous findings and are consistent with the notion that predictions can involve the referent's shape.
Our main interest was in relating the participants' tendency to fixate target objects and shape competitors to their performance on verbal and nonverbal tasks. The results Note. Time window values indicate the beginning of a window; each window lasted 1000 ms. The rows containing a χ 2 statistic contain estimates from the final model of the data in that time window. In the other rows, for completeness, estimates from initial models are shown for predictors that were excluded prior to the model comparison stage (based on p-values assuming a normal distribution, shown between brackets). dissociate the two types of anticipatory looks from each other. A high proportion of anticipatory looks to the target objects was associated with high vocabulary scores and high category fluency, highlighting the role of lexical knowledge and processes in the task (see James & Watson, 2013; Mishra et al., 2012 , Mani & Huettig, 2014 , for evidence for a link between literacy and predictive language processing). Time window analyses confirmed the association of the verbal background measures with the eye movements early in time, two to three seconds before critical word onset. Whereas previous reports that associated prediction with verbal fluency relied on event-related brain potential modulations occurring after word onset (e.g., Federmeier et al., 2002) , the present study links verbal fluency performance to processes occurring before the acoustic onset of predictable words. To the extent that the verbal fluency task indexes language production processes, the relationship with anticipatory eye movements is consistent with frameworks that suggest that the language production system generates predictions during comprehension (Chang, Dell, & Bock, 2006; Dell & Chang, 2014; Federmeier, 2007; Mani & Huettig, 2012; Pickering & Garrod, 2007 , 2013 van Berkum et al., 2005) .
In contrast to the results for the target objects, a high proportion of anticipatory looks to the shape competitors was associated with sensitivity to cues in the Posner cueing task. This relationship was observed despite differences between the tasks in terms of the predictive cues (visually presented arrows vs. various aspects of linguistic context), cue validity (80% vs. 50%), and the contents of the predictions (the location of an X symbol vs. an aspect of an upcoming referent). Time window analyses confirmed this relationship within a time window more than one second before critical spoken-word onset. This window coincided with the early part of the Shape effect, possibly representing data from the fastest participants before the effect became statistically detectable at the group level. Further investigations could examine whether individual differences in spatial cueing tasks are related to the timing rather than the strength of biases in language-mediated anticipatory eye movements. Overall, in Underwood's (1975) terms, this result provides a go-ahead signal for the idea that anticipatory attentional mechanisms are shared between verbal and nonverbal tasks.
Regarding limitations of this study, it should be noted that the cueing response times are related to the effectiveness with which the attentional system prepares for detecting stimuli at attended locations (Posner, 1980) . Thus, the link to prediction is somewhat indirect. However, the results converge with recent evidence showing similar anticipatory eye movement behavior in action observation and in listening to sentences about those actions (Poljac, Dahlslätt, & Bekkering, 2014) . Because the data are correlational, further research is necessary to determine exactly what is shared between the tasks. One possibility is that the underlying mechanisms are shared, such that overlapping processes are responsible for predictive processing in both verbal and nonverbal tasks. On the other hand, it is also possible that a mediating factor influenced performance on both tasks. It is clear, however, that what is shared between the tasks is not linguistic. To explore the abovementioned possibilities, predictive mechanisms that gain substantial empirical support in attention, perception, or action research should also be tested in language comprehension studies (see also Kutas, DeLong, & Smith, 2011; van Berkum, 2010) .
A somewhat surprising aspect of our data is that a relatively high tendency to look at shape competitors was associated with lower, not higher, fluid intelligence as measured by the Raven's test. A potential explanation builds on the known relationship between fluid intelligence and working memory capacity (measurements of these abilities estimate the amount of shared variance at 50%; Kane, Hambrick, & Conway, 2005) . It has been proposed that working memory capacity reflects an executive-attention control mechanism that helps to maintain goal-relevant information in high-interference conditions where potent distractors need to be suppressed (Conway, Kane, & Engle, 2003; Engle & Kane, 2004) . Individual differences in cognitive control partly mediate the relationship between working memory capacity and fluid intelligence (Unsworth & Spillers, 2010; Unsworth, Spillers, & Brewer, 2009 ). Thus, cognitive control could explain why individuals with lower fluid intelligence may have struggled to ignore the distracting shape competitor in our experiment. Although the actual inclusion of measures of cognitive control awaits further research, note that interpretations along these lines maintain the non-linguistic nature of the looks to shape competitors proposed above.
1
In general, the difference in magnitude between the looks to the Target objects and looks to the Shape competitors was striking. One might argue that, because the sentences varied and contained words associated with the target object, the looks to target objects could (partly) reflect semantic relationship effects (e.g., looks to a trumpet when hearing piano; Huettig & Altmann, 2005) . We cannot rule this out, and looks to the target object could therefore be argued to form a less strong index of predictive processing than looks to shape competitors. Another possibility is that this could be a purely statistical phenomenon. Target objects such as the moon overlapped with many possible features of the concept moon that could have become pre-activated, whereas the tomato only overlapped in visual shape. Thus, any aspect of the moon that becomes pre-activated could bias overt attention toward the moon, but only shape properties would bias overt attention toward the tomato. Even if all aspects of concepts were equally likely to become pre-activated, the Shape competitor effect should be smaller. However, the effects appear to differ not only in magnitude but also in timing, with the Shape effect emerging much later than the Target effect. An interesting possibility is therefore that shape information tended to influence eye movements later because the contents of predictions differ over time, developing from general to more specific as contextual evidence from the spoken sentence accumulates. However, this attributes both types of anticipatory looks to a similar mechanism, which is difficult to reconcile with the dissociations revealed by the patterns of individual differences.
We therefore suggest instead that the dissociation between the results seen for targets and shape competitors in terms of strength, timing, and individual differences supports the idea that different mechanisms underlie different kinds of predictive language processing (see also Mani & Huettig, 2013) . This is consistent with research using event-related brain potentials, where it has been observed that different components index the disconfirmation of lexical versus conceptual expectations (Thornhill & van Petten, 2012) . Despite the initial support for a relationship between predictive processing across verbal and nonverbal domains, the results do not support full-fledged domaingenerality of a single prediction mechanism because performance in the nonverbal predictive task was related only to anticipatory eye movements to shape competitors, not to targets. Taken together, the results illustrate the different contributions of verbal and nonverbal processes to language-mediated anticipatory eye movements. Figure 4 shows the correlations between all background measures and the eye-tracking data in the whole-sentence time window, after averaging by participants. Consistent with the mixed-effects regression models, anticipatory Target bias correlated positively with the Peabody vocabulary and the verbal fluency scores, whereas anticipatory Shape bias correlated positively with cueing and negatively with the Raven's scores. The correlation between Shape bias and the cueing task is unlikely to be due to individual differences in the neutral cueing condition, as residual response times in the valid condition after regressing it onto the neutral condition (cf. DeGutis, Wilmer, Mercado, & Cohan, 2013) yielded the same absolute correlation rho of .25 as in Figure 4 . Other correlations between the eye-tracking data and the background measures did not reach significance, although there was a trend towards Raven's performance correlating with the Control object bias, p = .092, all other ps > .178. Figure 4 . Correlations between inter-individual differences in language-mediated anticipatory eye movements and the background measures. Lower left panels: Pearson correlation coefficient for each pair of measures, with the font size scaled to the absolute rho value. Upper right panels: Scatter plots of each measure plotted against each other measure along with a linear regression line. "target", Target bias (Target minus distractors); "shape", Shape competitor bias; "control", Control object bias; "ravens", Raven's advanced progressive matrices score; "cueing", facilitation from valid cues in the Posner cueing task; "pbody", Peabody picture vocabulary size; "fluency", category fluency number of correct responses; *** p < .001, ** p < .01, * p < .05, . p < .1.
Appendix: Correlations
